
SIMMENTAL BULL SALE 

CHAPTER TWO

Tuesday February, 25 2020  
2PM   ///   ON THE FARM   ///   VERMILION, AB



a program that invests in it’s future...



 Welcome to the Second Annual W2 Land & Cattle Bull Sale held once again on the farm in our heated 
sale/calving barn.  We would like to welcome the Wallgren family for the second year who have consigned a 
strong set of yearling bulls.  Thank you to our customers from last year who put their faith in our program.  It 
truly is humbling to hear the feedback on our bulls.  

 It’s no secret that the last year was tough in all aspects of agriculture and we too saw our fair share 
of “head scratching moments”, but like Jenna’s dad Don has always told us “if it was easy everyone would be 
doing it”. With the hardships mother nature threw at us along with the hurdles from our own government we 
were able to make it through, and even managed to add one more little rancher to the family.  Jenna, myself, 
Marley, Cash and Jaycee welcomed the 4th (and hopefully last haha) child to the family, Merit Waltz on May 
1.   We are a family-run farm and that means it’s pretty standard to see all 6 of us in the barn or in the tractor 
and we wouldn’t have it any other way.

 A little history on our cow herd.  We brought over 60 cows from Jenna’s family in Saskatchewan 
back in 2015 and have steadily grown the herd to what it is today.  We run 165 Purebred cows and implant 
a growing number of embryos each year.  This last year we put in 40 embryos, 90% of those being from 
foundation cows we have invested in to walk the pastures of W2.  We’re darn proud of our cow herd and love 
to show them off when ever we get the chance.  Along with investing in these top cow families in the industry, 
we have set out to source the top herd bulls to walk our pastures.  We truly think our lineup of herd bulls 
would challenge any operation out there.   We calve the bulk of our cows in April and May, but we do calve 
around 40 cows in early winter,  mainly for some females to sell each fall to purebred operations.  Our cows 
calve under minimal supervision.  It usually involves checking the cameras from the seeding tractor or Jenna 
checking between seed deliveries for our Pioneer customers in the spring. 

 Now about the offering…  We were excited with the group of bulls we put together last year and were 
humbled by the interest in our program.  With that being said this year’s set is deeper, there is no doubt in my 
mind.  We were able to get some bulls out to some really impressive operations last year and we feel this set 
of bulls has the same kind of potential in them.  Some days we think we’re crazy for doing this “2 yr old thing” 
but it was a vision Jenna’s dad had when he started this purebred herd and it’s one we really believe in as well.  
We don’t push these bulls one bit as yearlings.  We let them grow and mature as we believe they should and 
then kick them out for the summer to live on green grass.  The bulls came in this year a little later than usual 
due to the tough fall.  We put bulls on feed at the end of October and are really impressed with how they have 
done.  Typically what you see on our bulls is what you get.  They have gone through those awkward growth 
spurts and we love that a lot of the unknown has been taken out of the equation.

 Come on by any time and have a look at the bulls or the mommas they come from.  We really think 
these are real world cattle, that can not only survive, but excel in any operation.  On sale day come early and 
enjoy some good ol’ Vermilion hospitality! 

The Waltz Family

a program that invests in it’s future...

welcome



Sale Day Phones
Kelly Waltz   (780) 853-3834
Jenna Waltz   (780) 853-3873
Dean Wallgren   (780) 806-0571
Brant Wallgren  (639) 840-0126
Scott Bohrson   (403) 370-3010
Rob Voice  (306) 270-6082
Taylor Richards  (306) 821-4169
Darryl Snider  (780) 385-5561
Jim Pulyk  (780) 787-0646 

Sale Staff
Auctioneer
Col.Ryan Dorran  (403) 507-6483
Ringmen
Taylor Richards  (306) 821-4169
Bryon Walters  (780) 581-8396

Insurance
Canadian Farm Insurance 
Heather Barr   (780) 853-7067

Hotels
Super 8 – Vermilion (780) 853-4741
Pomeroy – Vermilion (780) 853-3066

Calving Ease Rating

AAA 
Recommended for use 

on heifers or cows

AA
Recommended for second 

calvers and cows

A
Recommended for use on 

mature cows

Sale Information

Directions from Vermilion: 10 miles south on Hwy 41 and 2.5 miles west on Twp 
Rd 492.  South side of road.
Directions from Wainwright: 29 miles north of Wainwright on Hwy 41 and 2.5 
miles west on Twp Rd 492.  South side of road.

Directions

Terms & Conditions
Cattle will sell under the standard Canadian Simmental Association Sale Terms & 
Condition, these are available on request. 

Delivery
$150 off per bull if taken home sale day. If bull is not taken sale day, we will start 
delivering bulls starting immediately after the sale date.  Free of charge to central 
points, but in most cases will deliver directly to your yard.  We ask that if the bull is 
staying at our place he be insured.

Sight Unseen Purchase Program
Take advantage of our sight unseen purchase plan by calling Kelly or Jenna or any of the 
Bohrson Marketing crew to help you with your purchase.  If you feel more comfortable 
bidding on your own please feel free to use DLMS and our internet bidding. 

Photos
Photos taken by Jamie Forth Photography

Catalogue Information
EPD’s and pedigrees have been supplied by the Canadian Simmental Association. 
All information is current and up-to-date as of publication date. and is believed to 
be accurate but any updates from the auction block will take precedence.

In-Herd Semen
W2 Land & Cattle retain the right to collect semen for in-herd use on any bull in the 
sale at their expense and the buyers convenience.
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W2 LAND & CATTLE
Kelly, Jenna, Marley, Cash,  
Jaycee & Merit Waltz

Vermilion, AB 
         @w2landandcattle



 The W2 Land & Cattle is an ideal sale to source age advantage bulls from a 
good program that is backed by great people. This second annual event saw a great 
crowd with many bulls selling to local cattleman along with many excellent bulls selling 
out of province and the reports back were very satisfied customers. As W2 continues 
to concentrate on the extra age division, we welcome in the Wallgren family to bring 7 

yearling bulls from the top of their program and they fully stand behind them 100% much like the Waltz family. 

 Kelly, Jenna and their entire family have passionately built and expanded a great program emphasizing on maternal 
strength and Simmental performance. They have a strong base cowherd to build off of but have been as progressive as any 
breeder out there adding important breeding pieces to their herd to benefit and enhance their strong program. They calve in 
the spring, much like you, the valued customer and understand first hand the importance of calving ease with strong udders 
combined with Simmental performance is the recipe for a valuable program. These extra-age bulls are built to last and can cover 
more cows in their first breeding season and are in ideal condition for longevity. The Wallgren family also has the customer in mind 
with bulls developed with longevity in mind and many strong cow families are featured in their offering.

 The hospitality and meal are exceptional and the quality bulls on offer will be more than enough reasons to join us at 2pm 
on the farm in Vermilion. The bulls will be sure to impress but if you cant make it sale day, feel free to contact any of the sales staff 
to represent your needs in a professional and confidential manner. We look forward to visiting with you on Tuesday, February 25 
for Chapter Two of the W2 Land & Cattle Bull Sale. 

Bohrson Marketing Services Ltd.
RR4 Site 7 Box 28 Olds, AB T4H 1T8

403.940.3334  |  www.Bohrson.com

Schedule
*Bulls can be viewed at anytime on the farm

Tuesday February 25, 2020
Rib Lunch // 12:30pm

 Sale  // 2PM

W2 Guarantee
All bulls are 100% guaranteed.We 
guarantee to provide you with a 
sound breeding bull. Should any 
bull fail to be a satisfactory breeder, 
he will be replaced with a bull of 
equal value or a credit will be given 
towards the purchase of another 
bull. If you have a problem with your 
bull, please notify us immediately.

Online Bidding & Videos
View bull videos at www.DLMS.ca
For technical assistance:
 Mark Shologan, 780.699.5082
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Sales Management



LOT 1: Lincoln has been near the top of this bull class since Day 1.  
He is an embryo calf who comes from our powerful Licious 9028W 
cow.  Our 9028W Licious cow is a maternal sister to the mother of 
the famous Westcott bull who has been so popular the last few 
years.  We have three full breds to this bull who are equally as 
impressive as well as a bull calf in the yearling pen who patterns 
Lincoln very closely.   To say this flush clicked would be a huge 
understatement.  Not only does this bull come from one of our 
top black cows, but on the top side of the pedigree is the famous 
680S.  680S may have made as big of an impact in the Canadian 
Simmental breed as any bull.  When you analyze Lincoln he is 
easy to fall in love with.  He is stout, stout, stout!  From the ground 
up he is very correct sitting down on a big foot that really gets out 
and moves.   We feel Lincoln is the right kind for today.  We homo 
polled tested a handful of bulls this year with Lincoln coming back 
homo polled.  Lincoln is a herdbull.

Sire: WHEATLAND BULL 680S

Dam: WFL LICIOUS LADY 9028W

1
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W2 LINCOLN 5F   
Homo Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 5F  ///  1248856  ///  5-Mar-18 CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI

6.4 4.1 68.8 107.4.1 20.1 0.4 54.5 122.5 65.52

Calving A Act. BW 99 Adj. WW 784

 WHEATLAND BULL 131L
S: WHEATLAND BULL 680S
  WHEATLAND LADY 351N

 R PLUS BLACKEDGE
D: WFL LICIOUS LADY 9028W
  WFL RED LICIOUS



LOT 2: Bank Robber 29F has had that herd bull look for a very long 
time.  As visitors went through the bulls on pasture this summer 
417B was being picked out every single time as the top, if not 
one of the top bulls in the group. Bank Robber comes from the 
Jesse James bull purchased out of the highly respected R Plus 
program.  He was the high selling Venom son the first year Venom 
calves were offered.  The $50,000 Venom had sons average over 
$13,000 that day and we believe this was the top of the pen.  
Venom himself has went on to do great things at the Circle G 
and McMillan programs. We have bred Jesse James for 3 years 
now and plan to keep using him for his very functional sons and 
daughters. They are all stamped the same way.  Bank Robber 
himself is huge across the top, carries that muscle down low in 
his quarter and like we mentioned earlier just has had herd bull 
written all over him for a very long time. His dam is young cow, 
who phenotype wise may match up against any cow in the herd.  
With 417Bs superb udder and Cobra being on the top side we 
have no doubt that Bank Robbers daughters will find their way to 
the replacement pen.

Sire: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D

Dam: W2 BEAUTIFUL TARYN 417B

2
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W2 BANK ROBBER 29F   
Homo Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 29F  ///  1286884  ///  12-Apr-18 CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI

5.2 3.3 70.4 104.7.1 17.7 4.7 52.9 112.35 64.14

Calving A Act. BW 99 Adj. WW 808

 R PLUS VENOM 4006B
S: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D
  MISS R PLUS 4094B

 BLCC BLACK TARGET 46X
D: W2 BEAUTIFUL TARYN 417B
  W2 TARYN 703T



Grandsire: R PLUS VENOM 4006B

Maternal Sib
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Sire: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D

Great Grandsire: NCB Cobra 47Y

LOT 4: Here’s the first red Jesse James son and he no slouch when compared up against his black brothers.  He’s one of the youngest bulls in the pen being 
an end of May calf, but just a bull that continues to get better every time we see him.  Built like his brothers with that herd bull look, real good top and hip to 
him, just this time in a red package.  The 045 cow is out of the Talkin Business bull that Don raised himself and did a ton of good things in the early years for 
the W2 herd.  At 10 years of age she has kept a real tiddy udder and looks to have some longevity built in to her. 

4

W2 UNANIMOUS 28F  
Hetero Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 28F  ///  1286885  ///  11-Apr-18 

 R PLUS VENOM 4006B
S: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D
 MISS R PLUS 4094B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.7 2.8 72.1 106.5 19.8 3.5 55.9 114.99 66.58

 BLCC BLACK TARGET 46X
D: W2 ZOO YORK 203Z
 PRL MABEL 203M

Calving A Act. BW 95 Adj. WW 804

LOT 3: When you analyze the 28F bull there sure is a lot to like about him.  Soft made, great over that top and sits down on a great set of legs that can really 
get out and move effortlessly.   When we crossed Jesse James with the 203Z cow who is a black goggle eyed cow we were hoping for a black blaze, but this 
guy turned out just fine and will sire a lot of heavy weight steers in his future were sure of.   The Jesse James bull has turned in to an impressive mature bull that 
we love to put in the front pastures to show off.  Not every bull purchase works out the way you had hoped, but we definitely hot a home run with Jesse James.

W2 BANK 41F  
Homo Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 41F  ///  1286873  ///  20-May-18 

 R PLUS VENOM 4006B
S: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D
 MISS R PLUS 4094B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4 4.7 77 112.8 17.9 3.5 56.4 106.45 66.34

 W2 TALKIN BUSINESS 16T
D: W2 X GIRL 045X
 MADER P GOLDMINE 117S

Calving AA Act. BW 88 Adj. WW 726
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LOT 5: Hustler has stood out for a long time for his blood red color and goggle eyes.  He comes from a red goggle eyed cow, who put another real good 
bull in the pen for next years sale.  As far as frame size goes she would be on the bigger side of things for cows for us.  Hustler himself has that extra length of 
body that is so often over looked when selecting your next herd sire.  The best way it was ever put to me was “at some point of their lives every animal is sold 
by the pound, and that length means weight”.   A bull that will cross really good with some solid colored cows. 

5

Mat Sib: Sold to Westman Farms & JK Bar

LOT 6: Another late May calve who comes from a heck of Bravado cow for us.  Her son last year in the sale was the high selling black bull going to Westman 
Farms and JK Bar and she put a standout heifer in the replacement pen this year.  Again with being a younger bull he’s one that just keeps getting better.  He 
will be one of the bulls that’s easy to find come sale day.  Here’s a bull who will calve really good in our opinion and leave some real stylish replacement heifers 
in the pen.

6

W2 HUSTLER 31F  
Homo Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 31F  ///  1286880  ///  13-Apr-18 

 R PLUS VENOM 4006B
S: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D
 MISS R PLUS 4094B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.9 2.5 69.7 102 21.1 6 56 115.38 64.95

 TSF AMARILLO 4Y
D: W2 TEMINA 424B
 W2 TEMINA 710T

Calving AA Act. BW 86 Adj. WW 708

W2 CARTER 42F  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 42F  ///  1300704  ///  23-May-18 

 R PLUS VENOM 4006B
S: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D
 MISS R PLUS 4094B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8 1.7 71.9 106.7 19.1 6.2 55 117.67 66.57

 KS BRAVADO P68
D: W2 AIR REBEL
 WW REBEL 178Y

Calving AA Act. BW 92 Adj. WW 698

Sire: R PLUS JESSE JAMES 6062D



LOT 7: Here is our lead off Sailor bull and would be one of, if not the 
favorite bull to have ever been bred here at W2.  We purchased 
the Drunken Sailor bull out of Meadow Acres program where he 
was in the Labatte/Meadow Acres Bull Sale back in 2017 as the 
high selling black bull that day.  He is out of the famous Nug 
Pashmenia 403P cow.  Money Made patterns his sire very closely.   
He is awesome haired, deep chested, super explosive through 
that rib cage and when you get behind this bull he’s massive.  He 
comes from a young heavy milking cow who would rank very 
high in our black program.  We expect Money Made to do big 
things in the industry and we plan to use him ourselves in the 
future.  Money Made is built like a brick sh*t house.

Sire: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C

Grandsire: SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z

7
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W2 MONEY MADE 11F   
Homo Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 11F  ///  1286886  ///  5-Apr-18 CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI

4.8 3.7 69.8 106.3.1 23.6 3.4 58.5 105.87 62.35

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 812

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
S: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C
  NUG PASHMENIA 403P

 BLCC MR SLEDGE 135Z
D: W2 KALA 505C
  W2 AIR MAIL 305A



LOT 8: Raider is a bull that has looked like a herd bull for a real 
long time.  He had a lot of admirers on grass this summer and 
then as 2 yr old bulls will do got fighting and hurt himself a bit in 
early fall and it knocked him back a bit.  He is completely healed 
and a bull that will continue to get better as he catches his pen 
mates.  His dam is a Tradin Paint cow who would be one of our 
most impressive black cows.  The Tradin Paint bull goes back to 
the great 37U Flirt cow of Ranciers.  With Pashmenia on the top 
side and Flirt on the bottom side there is a lot of breed leading 
cow families built in to this bull.  Raider 22F look like a herd bull.

Sire: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C

8
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W2 RAIDER 22F   
Homo Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 22F  ///  1286869  ///  10-Apr-18 CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI

4.3 3.8 66.7 103.5.1 24.2 3.3 57.6 105.29 61.33

Calving A Act. BW 96 Adj. WW 798

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
S: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C
  NUG PASHMENIA 403P

 RU TRADIN PAINT 2Y
D: W2 BEHAVING BADLY 415B
  NORTH HILL SAMMY 69S



Sire: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C

Mat Sib sold in 2019 Bull Sale

LOT 9: I change my mind daily about which red Sailor bull is my favourite, but this bull would definitely be in that conversation.  Such a good topped bull, so 
smooth through that front end and such a balanced bull.  When this bull is seen from the profile he turns a lot of heads.  A maternal brother sold to Jack and 
Irene Rochford last year and we have another brother in the bull pen for next years sale who will sell early we’re sure.   The 425 cow is really nice uddered and 
seems to be leaving us a lot of impressive calves in her short production career. Really complete Sailor son here. 

9

Dam: WJS MS STUBBY 416B

Pat. Sib sold to Green Valley Ranch 

LOT 10: Here is a bull that really resembles the 12F bull above.  Both explosive in their rib shape and really good through that front third.  Bucaneer  comes 
from a “Stubby” cow who  seems to crank one out every year for us.  37F will sire some calves with some shape to them.  He is a red bull out of two black 
parents. The 416 cow has a son working in the good herd of James and Jenna Preston in northern Alberta and a heifer retained in herd.  

10
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W2 BLUEJACKET 12F  
Hetero Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 12F  ///  1286868  ///  5-Apr-18 

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
S: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C
 NUG PASHMENIA 403P

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
3 4.6 66.9 101 21.6 3.3 55.1 96.38 58.29

 WHEATLAND BULL 159Y
D: W2 BOMBSHELL BETTY 425B
 D BAR C RED DIANA 6108S

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 744

W2 BUCCANEER 37F  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WTZ 37F  ///  1286877  ///  6-May-18 

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
S: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C
 NUG PASHMENIA 403P

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.4 3.9 69.9 101.8 23.4 1.5 58.4 95.98 60.06

 LFE BS LEWIS 322U
D: WJS MS STUBBY 416B
 MAPPINS SUPERIORITY 195U

Calving A Act. BW 97 Adj. WW 776



Mat. Brother

LOT 11: 6F has had a lot of performance to him from the get go.  He was the first Sailor calf we ever had and has always stood out for his proud front end 
and big sweeping rib cage.  He would be the largest framed Sailor son in the offering.  He comes from a massive middle cow who has put several daughters 
in the herd as well as a high selling bull to the Sargents at Mannville.  This is a bull that I admire more and more the older he gets.  The Drunken Sailor bull left 
us some really impressive females this first year also, as well as a bunch of sons and daughters that have been well received for Meadow Acres who have 
used him heavily. 

11

Mat. Sib

LOT 12: Here is another Sailor bull who comes from a real moderate black cow who puts everything she has in to her calf each year.   Moderate in stature, 
and real clean in his lines.  A bull that we think will calve really well and should work great on some Angus based cows.  The Sailor bull has matured into such 
a powerful mature bull, but even with all the power he has he has calved really well for us.

12
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W2 MARAUDER 6F  
Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 6F  ///  1286887  ///  23-Mar-18 

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
S: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C
 NUG PASHMENIA 403P

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.6 3.5 69.6 106.3 23 5.4 57.8 106.02 62.82

 HOOK’S/SSR TRUE VALUE 81
D: W2 AUTOMATIC VALUE 331A
 WW ELSA 131Y

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 824

W2 HIJACK 14F  
Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 14F  ///  1287114  ///  6-Apr-18 

 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
S: MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C
 NUG PASHMENIA 403P

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.7 4 70.3 104.1 23.1 5.7 58.3 104.33 62.66

 JF/AJE RENDITION 738T
D: W2 ANOTHER RENDITION 759Z
 W2 TAYLOR 738T

Calving AA Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 698



LOT 14: This Red Mountain grandson has risen to the top of the red 
pen for a lot of different reasons.  Everest 17F is out of our Mountain 
bull who we have successfully used on heifers the last few years.  
A paternal brother went to Ruzicka Farms last year as a feature 
bull for us and he was impressive.  We toured the Ruzicka cows 
this summer and saw his brother out with his second group of 
cows he had covered and he looked the same as the day they 
selected him out of our sale.  That’s exactly how is sire Mountain 
comes in every year after breeding.  The 17F bull is a chunk of a 
bull.  He is really explosive through that rib and deep through that 
chest floor.  He has such a treat to watch as he moves as he holds 
himself together so well.  We expect this Mountain son to calve 
equally as easy as his sire, while not giving up any performance 
in his calves.

Sire: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C

14
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W2 EVEREST 17F   
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 17F  ///  1287134  ///  7-Apr-18 CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI

9.6 2.8 66.5 102.6.1 26.9 6 60.2 131.06 68.78

Calving AAA Act. BW 80 Adj. WW 725

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
  KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

 KS RED BY DESIGN N968
D: W2 BORDER 656D
  W2 BORDERTOWN 456B

Pat. Sib - Sold to Ruzika Farms



LOT 15: Here’s another Red Mountain grandson who is out of an 
Absolute cow who came from Crossroads.  Calving ease on both 
sides of the pedigree make for a great set of numbers on this guy.  
It’s easy to be impressed with strictly the pedigree and numbers, 
but the bull himself is even more impressive in our minds.  Big 
topped, really carries down on that hind end and has that easy 
calving skull we all look for when selecting our next calving ease 
bull.  We can’t say enough good things about our Mountain bull 
who came out of the Ashworth program.  His first set of sons last 
year averaged over $10,000 and we have another impressive 
group in the yearling pen as well will calve out another set of 
heifers off of him this spring.

Mat. Grandsire: WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y

15
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W2 PEAK 15F   
Homo Polled  ///  Red  ///  WTZ 15F  ///  1286874  ///  7-Apr-18 CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI

10.7 2.4 68.6 104.2.1 25.8 6.2 60.1 131.16 70.89

Calving AAA Act. BW 80 Adj. WW 742

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
  KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

 WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y
D: CROSSROAD DEWBERRY 426D
  CROSSROAD BEGONIA 819B



Pat. Grandsire: RED MOUNTAIN 16Z

LOT 16: Elevation 12F has stood out for a long time with his gentle disposition as well as that desirable blaze face.  Again another calving ease option, but 
with some added jam behind him.  We calved out our first set of Mountain daughters this last spring and every single one of them set down perfect udders.  
At some point we will have to quit using the Mountain bull as we have retained a lot of females over the last couple years, but that time hasn’t come yet.  If 
you’re looking for that bull to add a splash of white on some heads this may be the guy.  His mother has consistently thrown blazes her first 3 calves.  That’s 
about as close to a science as we can find with chasing the whole blaze thing…  This guy will sell early on Feb. 25.

16

Sire: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C

Mat. Grandsire: TEDDY 513Z

LOT 17: Mass 36F comes from a really good young Teddy daughter who is deep red and hairy, hairy, hairy.  These Teddy daughters have really shown their 
worth these last couple years.  We decided to let our first ever Teddy daughter go this fall and she fetched $9750.  She was legit and like so many of the Teddys, 
soggy and setting down a great udder.  The Mass 36F bull himself is a really deep red and has a lot of capacity to him.  He is probably the biggest frame wise 
out of the Mountain sire group.  Again, another bull who should calve really well and should have a little bit of added performance.

17
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W2 ELEVATION 21F  
Homo Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 21F  ///  1286883  ///  8-Apr-18 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
11.4 2.2 69.5 105.7 24.4 5.6 59.2 132.83 71.67

 R PLUS 3071A
D: W2 RED MABEL 504C
 W2 ZOO YORK 203Z

Calving AAA Act. BW 80 Adj. WW 770

W2 MASS 36F  
Scurred  ///  Red  ///  WW 36F  ///  1286881  ///  3-May-18 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
10.2 2.5 64.7 97.3 25.8 6.2 58.2 131.49 68.2

 DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z
D: W2 RED PEARL 506C
 W2 RED PEARL 8R

Calving AAA Act. BW 84 Adj. WW 788

. Grandsire: R PLUS 3071A



Mat. Sib of Dam

LOT 18: Altitude 39F comes from a real moderate black baldy female so to say we were surprised to see a solid red calf would be accurate.  There’s a lot of 
reasons to like this younger bull, but we think his best attribute is how balanced he is.  Everything is in proportion on him and he comes together in such a 
smooth package.  We really like how square this bull is and how he always holds himself together so well as he travels.   Again out of our sure fire Mountain 
bull should let you sleep at night as this guy will calve really well. 
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Mat. Grandsire: WLB BULL 48Z 347B

LOT 19: The Rise 9F bull comes from a young red cow who has put a keeper in the bull pen the last two years.  She looks well on her way to becoming a pillar 
in our red division.  She is awesome uddered, dark red and puts a lot in to her calf every year.  Another real good calving ease option, but we do think any of 
these Mountain bulls will work well on cows.  We do know that you will be getting a good nights sleep when calving cows bred to these bulls.  We literally have 
never pulled a Mountain calf (hope I didn’t just jinx myself)
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W2 ALTITUDE 39F  
Scurred  ///  Red  ///  WW 39F  ///  1287117  ///  8-May-18 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
11.9 1.8 66.2 99.7 27.1 7.2 60.2 131.18 69.94

 TSF AMARILLO 4Y
D: W2 YOUR DREAM 511C
 W2 YOUR DREAM 111Y

Calving AAA Act. BW 84 Adj. WW 712

W2 RISE 9F  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 9F  ///  1286879  ///  2-Apr-18 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8 3.6 73.7 114.5 25.6 5.7 62.5 127.14 72.05

 WLB BULL 48Z 347B
D: W2 DRAMA QUEEN 648D
 W2 X RENEGADE LADY 048X

Calving AAA Act. BW 68 Adj. WW 688

Pat. Sib - Sold to MJM



Sire: WS PRIME BEEF Z8

Dam: WFL RED HARMONY 6138D

LOT 20:  Here is heifer calving deluxe bull who we bought in calf from the impressive Westway Farms program.  Her mother was our pick and Westways high 
selling female the day we picked her out of Simmpower a couple years back.  She has put another bull in the pen for next years sale that looks to be promising 
as well.   Elway 1F’s sire Prime Beef is an AI bull who has numbers that are out of this world for calving ease.  He’s about as dark red as you can make one and 
so smooth through that front end with a real nice skull to him.  He should calve very well to someone who would like to throw a Simmental bull in with their 
heifers or be a real good choice for someone wanting to breed a little more frame into some smaller Angus cows.
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LOT 21: The 32F bull is similar to a lot of the Mountain bulls as far as smooth shouldered and dark red.  He will calve really well.  He comes from a really great 
looking Ya Man female.  She is huge ribbed, great uddered and really extended through that front.  She’s a cow we definitely should have a picture of to show 
off.    The Mountain bull has our biggest sire group this year and most of these bulls are coming directly from heifers.  We expect our heifers to bring in a calf 
in the fall that competes with the older cows.  When we sorting off for the bull pen with this group we were really surprised with how many of these Mountains 
made the cut, but that just speaks to the quality of this bull and what he has done for our program.
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W2 ELWAY 1F  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WTZ 1F  ///  1300708  ///  26-Jan-18 

 WS BEEF KING W107
S: WS PRIME BEEF Z8
 HSF MISS SKY 87U

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
10.7 1 71.2 106.7 23.7 8.5 59.3 142.85 74.23

 IPU 403P RED LOTTO 198A
D: WFL RED HARMONY 6138D
 WFL RED HARMONY 2034Z

Calving AAA Act. BW 88 Adj. WW 704

W2 TIMBERLAND 32F  
Horned  ///  Red  ///  WW 32F  ///  1286875  ///  13-Apr-18 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.1 3.2 69.3 106.7 23.3 5.6 58 126.88 69.16

 W2 MR YA-MAN 108Y
D: W2 DREAM DATE 670D
 WW WANDA 169Y

Calving AAA Act. BW 84 Adj. WW 688

Sire: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C



Mat. Grandsire: R PLUS 3071A

LOT 22: Backcountry 35F has been a standout for a long time.  We only have two Mountain sons in the black pen this year and this would be the more 
powerful of the two.  35F has a lot of middle to him and is great over that top.  He comes from a first calf heifer who has added another great bull to the pen 
for next year.  She is earning her keep real quickly around W2.  We think Backcountry would work great on a black set of heifers or on an Angus based set of 
cows.  I know I sound like a broken record, but this Mountain son will calve really well.  Our black pen is really strong this year and Backcountry fits in with the 
best of them.
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LOT 23: Here’s the second black Mountain son in the offering and a true candidate for the heifer pen.  Such a clean made bull up front with very little waste, 
a skull that says calving ease and a bull that is just very balanced from front to back.  I know I keep mentioning a heifer option on these Mountain bulls as I 
do think every single one of them could work well in the heifer pen, but breeding these bulls to cows should work well too.  It’s never a bad thing to have those 
calves slip right out and get up and get going!
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W2 BACKCOUNTRY 35F  
Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 35F  ///  1286888  ///  4-May-18 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
11.4 2.4 71.4 109.4 22.6 5.5 58.3 133.05 71.92

 R PLUS 3071A
D: W2 SWEET 600D
 WW SWEET 110Y

Calving AAA Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 766

W2 BLACK MOUNTAIN 30F  
Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 30F  ///  1287102  ///  12-Apr-18 

 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
S: KWA MOUNTAIN 18C
 KWA MS INTEGRITY 101A

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
10.9 2.7 71.8 110.7 22.1 5.9 58 131.17 72.19

 R PLUS 3071A
D: W2 DAY DRINKING 619D
 ERIXON LADY 129Y

Calving AAA Act. BW 78 Adj. WW 704

Pat. SIb - Sold to Ruzika Farms

Grandsire:KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z



Sire: NUG ROYAL RED 324A

LOT 24: Here is a son of the popular Royal Red bull who has sired a lot of high priced cattle in the industry in the last few years.  Fort Worth 2F has herd bull 
written all over him.  Proud through that front third, really bold through that rib cage and shows a ton of natural muscle in that hind quarter.  “Beef bull” is the 
best way to describe this Royal Red son.  He will put some pounds on some calves come fall time.
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Sire: MAF BLACK ROYAL 72C

Pat. Brother

LOT 25: Here is the loan Black Royal son of the sale.  Royal Black is a direct son of NUG Royal Red and a bull that worked very well for us for a couple of years.  
He sired our high selling black bull in last years sale going to the good people at Westman Farms and JK Bar Cattle.  Those two programs can pick out the good 
ones and the brother to this guy was darn good.  The 24F bull himself has a lot of things going for him as well.  Tons of length, holds himself together so well 
all the time, real clean through that front and great haired.  These Black Royal sons truly seem to get better with age, just as their sire did.  We lost Black Royal 
last year and he truly was an impressive mature bull.  With all the good things we’ve mentioned about 24F the best thing may be the cow he’s out of.  She is my 
kind of cow, super stout and a cow that gets picked out every time someone tours the pasture.  She has a son that will highlight our bull sale next year as well.
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W2 FORT WORTH 2F  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 2F  ///  1287118  ///  26-Feb-18 

 LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W
S: NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
4.6 4.1 63.6 94.1 19.4 3 51.2 104.09 61.01

 BLCC MR RED 270W
D: WW MADELINE 103Y
 W2 TARYN 703T

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 818

W2 MONTANA 24F  
Polled  ///  Black  ///  WW 24F  ///  1287111  ///  10-Apr-18 

 NUG ROYAL RED 324A
S: MAF BLACK ROYAL 72C
 MADER TWISTED SISTER 25Y

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
5.2 3.3 66.8 99.9 21.5 3 54.9 109.7 64.44

 BLCC MR RED 270W
D: W2 RED YA YA 150Y
 SGS TYRA ELSA 750T

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 766



Pat. Sister

LOT 26: This Teddy son is made right.  Really soft sided, hairy, with a ton of natural muscle to him.  Our Teddy bull who we lost two years ago put a ton of 
great females in to our herd.  Teddy was just hetro polled so he did leave the odd calf as horned and Justice 19F is one of those.  A trailor load of steers of this 
guy will pay some bills.  This will be the last year we have Teddy bulls on offer so take the opportunity to grab a good one here.
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Sire: DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z

LOT 27: Here is a larger framed Teddy son.  Probably as large of framed bull as we have in the offering.  Really dark red, with a ton of length to him.   This 
bull got set back when he came off grass, but since he has been on feed and feeling good he has changed for the good as much as any bull.  The 418 cow 
for us is out of the Sledge bull who topped Bonchuks sale a few years back and he left us a lot of good females in the herd.  Sledge hurt himself  at 4 years 
of age and if not for that we are sure we would still be using him today.  He was the right kind.   Here’s a bull who will put some frame in those feeder calves.  
Like I said earlier “pounds pay”.
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W2 JUSTICE 19F  
Horned  ///  Red  ///  WW 19F  ///  1300701  ///  8-Apr-18 

 SPRINGCREEK TEDDY 72U
S: DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z
 DOUBLE BAR D LADY 913M

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.5 3.2 60.5 87.9 27.5 4.5 57.7 109.37 59.8

 TSF AMARILLO 4Y
D: W2 BOSTON CALI 449B
 WW WILLIOW CALI 964W

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 790

W2 VIKING 23F  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 23F  ///  1286876  ///  10-Apr-18 

 SPRINGCREEK TEDDY 72U
S: DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z
 DOUBLE BAR D LADY 913M

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.1 2.5 63.1 92.8 24.4 4.5 56 115.79 61.42

 BLCC MR SLEDGE 135Z
D: W2 BROOKLYN REBEL 418B
 WW REBEL 178Y

Calving A Act. BW 98 Adj. WW 796



Sire: DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z

LOT 28: Kansas 13F is our only baldy bull in the offering.  He comes from a red goggled cow who has a feature bull in our pen for next year.  She’s a bigger 
framed cow, so 13F bull being a little more moderate was a bit of a surprise for us.   He is low set and will work great with those Angus based cows who you 
want to get a splash of white on those calves.  Those calves at market who have that identifiable Simmental blaze are always seeming to grab a premium 
and it’s a trend I don’t see ending.
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Mat. Brother

Dam: Erixon Lady 94X

W2 CARDINAL 44F  
Polled /// Black /// WW 44F /// UNREGISTERED /// June 3, 2018 

LOT 29: Here is the youngest bull in the sale and a bull we have admired from a young age.  Really soft made, big ribbed and comes from an awesome cow 
for us purchased out of the Erixon program.  Her son last year sold to Sunderland Hog Farm at Paradise Valley and this bull follows along the same lines, this 
time in black.  We were unable to register this bull, but he is a purebred Simmental.

 
S: Simmental
 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
- - - - - - - - -

 REMINGTON GENERALLEE 106T
D: ERIXON LADY 94X
      ERIXON LADY 68U

Calving A Act. BW 82 Adj. WW 744
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W2 KANSAS 13F  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WW 13F  ///  1286882  ///  6-Apr-18 

 SPRINGCREEK TEDDY 72U
S: DOUBLE BAR D TEDDY 513Z
 DOUBLE BAR D LADY 913M

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
6.4 3.2 60.8 88.4 27.8 4.4 58.2 110.02 60.08

 TSF AMARILLO 4Y
D: W2 CALI 516C
 WW CALI 164Y

Calving AA Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 708
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WALLGREN FARMS 
RR # 1  EDGERTON, AB  T0B 1K0

Brant Wallgren 639-840-0126  |   Dean Wallgren 780-806-0571  |  brantwallgren66@gmail.com

Welcome! It is with great excitement to be the guest consigner in the 2nd annual W2 Land and Cattle bull sale, and 
are very thrilled about the handful of bulls we have put together to offer! Our farm is a purebred and commercial 
cattle and grain operation, that is located 10 miles north of Edgerton. We run about 120 commercials cows and 
have slowly built up our purebred herd in the last few years to roughly 15 females. We strive to build our herd 
off the best genetics out there, and we’re continuously buying foundation female that we can expand our herd 
upon. This is our second lineup of bulls we have ever had to sell and we’re very confident that we have a very solid, 
uniform set of bulls to offer on sale day. Come stop in and have a tour of the bulls and females anytime, coffee is 
always on! Feel free to contact us about any questions of the bulls or anyone at Bohrson Marketing Services for 

there professional assistance. We look forward to seeing you all on February 25th!



WF ROLLING STONE 10G  
Homo Polled  ///  Black  ///  WF 10G  ///  1285860  ///  26-Jan-19 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.3 1.5 74.6 115.6 24.3 3.2 61.6 129.44 73.91

Calving AA Act. BW 84 Adj. WW 750
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WF MILESTONE 12G  
Homo Polled  ///  Black  ///  WF 12G  ///  1285862  ///  30-Jan-19

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.3 1.5 74.6 115.6.1 24.3 3.2 61.6 129.44 73.91

Calving A Act. BW 101 Adj. WW 780
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WF STONE 13G  
Homo Polled  ///  Black  ///  WF 13G  ///  1285863  ///  30-Jan-19 

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
8.3 1.5 74.6 115.6.1 24.3 3.2 61.6 129.44 73.91

Calving A Act. BW 102 Adj. WW 721
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LOT 30, 31 & 32: We couldn’t be happier with how these 3 full brothers have came along. It’s been a toss up all year of which one we’ve liked better and 
we still can’t make up our mind. We decided we really need to hop on a opportunity to get embryos on Sheila after we saw her dominate on the show 
road a few years back. It’s not hard to find Sheila genetics in most sales as she impresses most cattlemen no matter how she is crossed. We have more 
Sheila calves that are on the ground right now and they look awfully exciting. These bulls have some big time maternal strength that they’re backed up 
on, and adding even potential from there sire Stepping Stone that is one the hottest bulls in the breed that gets used heavily in the AI program. We are 
very pumped to see the future in these brothers and we encourage you to take a look for yourself.
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 W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z
S: WS STEPPING STONE B44
  WS MS UPGRADE Z15

 LFE THE DARK NIGHT 350U
D: LFE BS SHEILA 82A
  LFE BS SHEILA 136T

Sire: WS STEPPING STONE B44

Dam: LFE BS SHEILA 82A
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Sire: SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z

Mat Sib: WF DREAM 1E

LOT 33: Here’s a bull that has been a standout since day 1 and keeps getting better everyday. You really have to admire the stoutness, bone and overall body 
this bull exhibits, just a real honest power bull here. We can’t say enough about his sire, and you don’t see many females at our place that don’t go back to 
Captain Morgan somewhere in there pedigree. Backed up by one of the strongest cow families on the farm. His dam has big time producer written all over 
her, flawless udder, super sound and very correct. Don’t matter what you cross her with she just rips out ones that are just simply good. We sold a maternal 
sib to 6G a few years back in the highly anticipated Cobra Event sale to Barlee Simmentals, and she has never failed to get attention when she gets dragged 
around the show road. Maternal strength does not lack in this guys pedigree.
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Dam: NCB COBRA 47Y

LOT 34: This bull has a combination of calving ease and power all stacked in his pedigree. Viper is one of the only reds we have in the pen this year and you 
really have to appreciate the style and colour on this guy. This guy is super smooth made, clean fronted, but still possesses enough jam and performance. 
His dam is a moderate framed, big bodied female, that tops it off with a beautiful udder.
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WF CAPTAIN AMERICA 6G  
Homo Polled  ///  Hetero Black  ///  WF 6G  ///  1285993  ///  14-Jan-19 

 HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
S: SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
 SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7 3.7 72.8 111.9 21.4 3.2 57.8 108.02 64.37

 MADER TIPPIN POINT 200A
D: MADER ALREADY TAKEN 6C
 MADER LATIFAH 95A

Calving aa Act. BW 88 Adj. WW 730

WF VIPER 9G  
Polled  ///  Red  ///  WF 9G  ///  1285998  ///  23-Jan-19 

 LFE VIPER 455U
S: NCB COBRA 47Y
 NCB MISS DREAM 22T

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
7.1 2.6 74.9 110.3 27.2 5 64.7 128.36 70.39

 CROSSROAD DEGREE 294A
D: CROSSROAD DOTTIE 27D
 CROSSROAD TEENYWEENY 617T

Calving AA Act. BW 90 Adj. WW 686



Full sib: WF FINESSE 7F

LOT 35: We have only a couple percentage bulls in the pen this year but we feel the quality doesn’t lack at all as you can see with Thrive. We have really liked 
this guy right from the moment he came out and he personally keeps getting better. Abundance calves come out super stout, with lots of vigor, and piles of 
hair and they all turn out very impressive. No matter how you cross 655D they are all super consistent weather it’s in the hiefer, bull, or steer pen they never fail 
to standout. Abundance is hands down one of the best bull we have ever used and we are thrilled to utilize him in our program. 
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Sire: RWR FIREBALL 35B

LOT 36: The only Fireball son we have in the pen, and we wish we had more red ones like this guy. You really have to appreciate the softness and super 
smooth front end this guys has but still carries enough belly and overall stoutness. Whiskey is very complete structurally and it super sound on the move and 
has that dark red color that is hard to beat.
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WF THRIVE 16G  
Polled  ///  Black  ///  WF 16G  ///  1286008  ///  12-Feb-19 

 WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y
S: RF ABUNDANCE 655D
 RF FAMOUS 409B

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
11.3 0.8 66.7 102.6 19 5.9 52.4 124.69 65.23

 
D: RED ANGUS/RED ANGUS
 

Calving AA Act. BW 94 Adj. WW 756

WF WHISKEY 17G  
Homo Polled  ///  Red  ///  WF 17G  ///  1286009  ///  15-Feb-19 

 LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z
S: RWR FIREBALL 35B
 SKORS RED SMARTIE 406X

CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWW API TI
9.7 1.2 66.3 103.1 23.8 4.7 57 117.06 63.52

 
D: RED ANGUS/RED ANGUS
 

Calving AA Act. BW 95 Adj. WW 734

Sire: RF ABUNDANCE 655D



PLEASE RETURN UNDELIVERABLE MAIL TO:

           RR4 Site 7 Box 28  Olds, AB   T4H 1T8

 TIME SENSITIVE MATERIAL

The W2 FamilyThe W2 Family


